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Since 1949...

Our Aviation heritage began in Chicago in 1949. Today, our experience of
over 3,000 resale transactions provides an unequaled advantage for our
clients.
As one of the leading aircraft acquisition and resale firms in the world, we
continue to be relentless and strive to exceed your expectations.
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Acquisition
We don't just help you climb these stairs, we help you own them

You need an experienced ally that inspires confidence and ensures a pleasant and professional buying
experience without the pitfalls of those less qualified. As one of the most effective resale firms, we devote our
experience and knowledge to you.
No aviation professional can deny that every aircraft deal is different. It takes experience to understand the details
of your clients need and desire with each aircraft transaction to react intelligently to every facet of the deal to
protect your investment. We are relentless in providing pure knowledge to make certain your decision is the very
best solution.
In this age of information it is not only about looking at ads, making calls, emailing for data, and trying to analyze what is
appropriate while relying on public accessible data... but so much more.
You need experience and pure market knowledge in order to understand and capture the best aircraft opportunity. We
have over 130 years combined experience navigating jet acquisition and resale.
Call us and have us share our experience with you.

We make your aircraft experience flawless
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Marketing
We don't just make deals...We create them!

Placing a few ads on the Internet cannot begin to scratch the surface of effective marketing. Our
firm owns and controls the most powerful websites that target specific aircraft interests.
We devote these to your aircraft along with our master site to effectively exceed the demands of
online marketing.
That is only the beginning.
We implement a unique marketing plan for your aircraft that utilizes a specific set of tools that
includes detailed specifications, promotional photography, published magazine advertising, and
advanced global communication sources (we get on the phone!).
Our group of highly experienced professionals, with 130 years combined experience, utilizes
cutting edge knowledge and resources that achieves global market penetration to maximize your
investment.
We look forward to hearing from you.

We make your aircraft experience flawless
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"We could not believe the service this company provided.
We have gone from charter to initial ownership with ASG
to our third jet we acquired with them. We have been
thrilled with their service, experience, and insight"Leading global top fashion designer. T.F.

"In the last 16 years, I have owned a Beechjet 400A,
a Hawker 400 XP, a Lear 60, a Hawker 900XP, and
now a Falcon 2000 LX. When I sold the 400A and the Lear, I
made money. I am thrilled with my position in the Falcon. This
firm has acquired and resold all of them. I would never
consider using anyone else-Ever"-Managing partner of a very
large P/E firm. C.T.

"I have purchased and resold 4 jets
ranging from my first Learjet to my
current Global Express with this
company. I would trust no one else with
my business"-Formula 1 world champion
R.L.
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Expertise...
Aircraft Sales Group LLC is a team of professionals devoted to provide outstanding
opportunities and seamless customer service for your aircraft desire and requirements.
With 130 years combined experience and a record of over 3,000 aircraft transactions,
you are assured that your aircraft interests are paramount and accomplished with
confidence without the pitfalls of those less experienced.
Our global reach, cutting edge market knowledge, and deep rooted inter-industry
contacts creates opportunities others only dream of. Our experience and dedication
to you provides an empowered advantage while protecting and maximizing your
aircraft investment.
130 Years combined aircraft acquisition and resale experience
Over 3,000 resale transactions
Global Market knowledge and insight
Call us and find out why you should have us on your side.
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